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Article types and specifications

Pharmacological Reports publishes:

- Article
- Review Article
- Brief Communication
- Correction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article Type</th>
<th>Abstract*</th>
<th>Word Count**</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>References (maximum)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Article</td>
<td>Yes,</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>Should present new studies that contribute significantly to existing knowledge.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>structured</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Article</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>These are by invitation of the Editor in Chief only. Authors intending to prepare a review should contact the Editorial Office first.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief Communication</td>
<td>Yes,</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>These present important new findings in a brief format.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>structured</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correction</td>
<td>Correction requests should be sent to the editorial office with proposed correction text. See below for our correction policies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Abstract should not exceed 250 words.

**Word count includes the structured abstract and full text, but not references, figures, or tables.

Pharmacological Reports does not consider case studies or studies of plant extracts.

Submission order and checklist

Authors can use the below for a Submission Checklist. All submissions should be formatted in the following order. For further information on each section, see the descriptions of each, immediately below.

1. Article File* (Must contain items a-j.)
   a. Cover letter
   b. Title page containing
      1. Title
      2. List of authors and affiliations, including full postal and email
   c. Abstract (structured)
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d. Introduction

e. Materials and Methods

f. Results

g. Discussion

h. Funding statement

i. Conflict of Interest statement

j. Author contributions (mandatory) for all authors

k. References (listed by number, in order of appearance)

l. Figure legends (Figures should be uploaded as separate attachments; permission for any which are not original should be obtained)

2. Tables

3. Figures

4. Supplemental material (Will be published online only. See “Supplementary information” section below.)

Description of each section

Title page

The running head for a manuscript will be the shortened manuscript title followed by an ellipsis.

Keywords

The journal will publish 3-6 keywords. However, to ensure that your manuscript is easily searchable in PubMed and other repositories, be sure to include any relevant keywords in the title or abstract of your manuscript.

Introduction

The introduction should assume that the reader is knowledgeable in the field and should therefore be brief; it can include a short historical review where desirable.

Materials and methods

This section should contain sufficient detail, so that all experimental procedures can be reproduced, and include references. Methods, however, that have been published in detail elsewhere should not be described in detail. Authors should provide the name of the manufacturer and their location for any specifically named equipment and instruments, and all drugs should be identified by their pharmaceutical names, with their trade name, if relevant, in parentheses following, at first use.

Results and Discussion

The Results section should briefly present the experimental data in text, tables or figures. Tables and figures should not be described extensively in the text. The Discussion should focus on the interpretation and the significance of the findings with concise objective comments that describe their relation to other work in the area. It should not repeat information in the results. The final paragraph should highlight the main conclusion(s), and provide some indication of the direction future research should take.

Funding statement

The Funding section is mandatory. Authors must declare sources of study funding including sponsorship (e.g. university, charity, commercial organization) and sources of material (e.g. novel drugs) not available commercially. See the Editorial Policy section for detailed information and requirements on this section. This section should also include, if desired, special thanks or dedications. Work done by a contributor or medical writer that does not qualify him/her for authorship, but which warrants acknowledgement, should be noted here.

Conflict of Interest statement

Authors must disclose here any financial interests in relation to the work described. This information must be included at this stage and will be published as part of the paper. See the Editorial Policy section for detailed information and requirements on this section.

Author Contributions

A statement outlining each author’s contributions is mandatory. In order to meet requirements of authorship, each author must have contributed to at least one of the aspects below. The ICMJE and Pharmacological Reports considers authorship to be based on the following 4 criteria:

- Substantial contributions to the conception or design of the work; or the acquisition, analysis, or interpretation of data for the work; and
- Drafting the work or revising it critically for important intellectual content; and
- Final approval of the version to be published; and
- Agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring that questions related to the accuracy or integrity of any part of the work are appropriately investigated and resolved.

Additional information can be found under “Authorship.” As per ICMJE best practice, information provided in this section is the responsibility of the authors.

References

Pharmacological Reports follows Vancouver style for references; specifically, cite references in order of appearance, in a “References” list, and cite them in text using numbers in brackets parenthetically, e.g., “Several studies [1–4, 12]...”

Include all authors up to six. If there are more than six authors, list the first six followed by “et al.” Periodical abbreviations should follow those used by Index Medicus. Number all references cited in the text first; if additional references are...
cited in figure legends and tables, add them to the end of the reference list.

Examples for references are below:

**Journal**


**Book**


**Meeting**


**Website**


**Thesis/ Dissertation**


**Patent**

23andMe. Gamete donor selection based on genetic calculations. US patent 8,543,339, 24 September 2013. [Name and date of patent not required]

**Preprint**


Note: Personal communications should simply be referred to in the text (“Brown et al., personal communication”), the authors must obtain permission from the individual concerned to quote his/her unpublished work.

**English language editing and support**

For editors and reviewers to accurately assess the work presented in your manuscript, you need to ensure the English language is of sufficient quality to be understood. If you need help with writing in English, you should consider:

- Asking a colleague who is a native English speaker to review your manuscript for clarity.
- Visiting the English language tutorial which covers the common mistakes when writing in English.
- Using a professional language editing service where editors will improve the English to ensure that your meaning is clear and identify problems that require your review. Two such services are provided by our affiliates Nature Research Editing Service and American Journal Experts.

Please note that the use of a language editing service is not a requirement for publication in this journal and does not imply or guarantee that the article will be selected for peer review or accepted. If a manuscript is accepted, it will be checked by our copyeditors for spelling and formal style before publication, but major language editing will not be undertaken; thus, it is essential articles are of sufficient English quality prior to acceptance.

**STYLE, FIGURES, AND SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION**

**House style and file formats**

It is important that papers are prepared in the general editorial style of the journal. Please note:

- Use SI units throughout
- Commas, should be used to separate thousands
- Abbreviations should be preceded by the words for which they stand in the first instance of use
- Text should be double spacing with a wide margin
- Use a common word-processing package (such as Microsoft Word or Latex) for the text. Embed tables converted into images at the end of the Word document, or as a separate file in whichever program you used to generate them
• If you submit raw data, this can be done in Excel, or tab/comma delimited format

Color is free in both PDF and HTML versions of the article. For full specifications on Figures and Artwork, please visit the below links:

- Electronic figure submission
- Line Art
- Halftone Art
- Combination Art
- Color Art
- Figure Numbering
- Figure Captions
- Figure Placement and Size
- Important: Figure Permissions

Tables

These should be labeled sequentially as Table 1, Table 2, etc. Each table should be typed on a separate page, numbered and titled, and cited in the text. Reference to table footnotes should be made by means of Arabic numerals. Tables should not duplicate the content of the text. They should consist of at least two columns; columns should always have headings. Authors should ensure that the data in the tables are consistent with those cited in the relevant places in the text, totals add up correctly, and percentages have been calculated correctly. Tables may be either included in the article file itself, but at the end of the manuscript, or supplied as separate files.

Supplementary Information

Supplementary information is material directly relevant to the conclusion of an article that cannot be included in the printed version owing to space or format constraints. It is posted on the journal’s website and linked to the article when the article is published. It may consist of data files, graphics, movies, or extensive tables.

Please visit here to find information on:

- Submission
- Audio, Video, and Animations
- Text and Presentations
- Spreadsheets
- Specialized Formats
- Collecting Multiple Files
- Numbering
- Captions
- Processing
- Accessibility

SUBMISSION AND POST-DECISION

Submissions to Pharmacological Reports should be done via the journal’s submission portal here. Please visit that webpage for author tutorials, login options, contacts for the helpdesk, and information on resetting your password, among other things.

Once the manuscript is assessed by the editorial team and following the review process, it may receive an accept decision. If that is the case, it will progress through Editorial Manager to the MyPublication portal, which guides the corresponding author through a workflow which enables the author to stay in communication with us and complete a number of requisite tasks, including choice of color, offprints, open access, and deposition, among others. More information about the MyPublication process can be found here. A short while after completing the MyPublication questionnaire, the author will receive the article’s proofs.

OPEN ACCESS AND SELF-ARCHIVING

Self-archiving and manuscript deposition (green open access)

By signing the copyright form during MyPublication, authors still retain substantial rights, such as self-archiving. Visit here to learn more about those rights and the 12-month embargo period before public availability. With Pharmacological Reports, authors have the right to themselves make their Author’s Accepted Manuscript (the version of the manuscript post-accept but prior to copyediting and typesetting) publically available on their employer’s internal website, their institutional repository, and/or a funder’s repository.

Authors with certain funding can also take advantage of the publisher’s deposition service. Learn more about that service here.

Open access publication (gold open access)

In MyPublication, authors can indicate whether they wish to make their article open access online immediately upon publication, an option which will incur a fee or “Article Processing Charge” (APC). Open access articles are published under Creative Commons
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licenses, which allow authors to retain copyright to their work while making it open to readers, and depending on funder mandate, these open access articles are also deposited, by us, to select funder repositories.

Visit our open research site for further information about licenses, APCs, and our free OA funding support service:

- Article processing charge by journal (See “Hybrid journals,” year 2020)
- Funding support service
- Help in identifying funding for APCs
- OA Publication policies

Government employees from the United States, UK, and Canada are required to sign and submit the relevant government open access license to publish form.

EDITORIAL POLICIES

*Pharmacological Reports* is committed to maintaining high standards for the integrity of the published scientific record. The journal will investigate any instances of suspected scientific fraud, image manipulation, plagiarism, duplicate publication, undocumented sources of funding or conflicts of interest, and other cases that compromise research ethics or the journal's scientific integrity.

**Funding Statement**

The Funding Statement section is mandatory. In the interests of transparency and to help readers form their own judgments of potential bias, authors must declare sources of study funding including sponsorship (e.g. university, charity, commercial organization) and sources of material (e.g. novel drugs) not available commercially.

The authors are expected to disclose any other financial holdings or considerations, such as stocks, bonds or donations of supplies or equipment that a reasonable person could construe as possibly influencing the objectivity of the report.

When there is uncertainty about what should be listed, it is best to disclose all holdings or affiliations to ensure that there is no question about intent to withhold information. Authors should communicate with the editorial office if they have questions about this policy.

**Conflict of Interest Statement**

Authors must declare in this section whether or not there are any competing financial interests in relation to the work described. When submitting a manuscript, the author is responsible for disclosing their own relevant interests in the work.

For the purposes of this statement, competing interests are defined as those of a financial nature that, through their potential influence on behavior or content, or from perception of such potential influences, could undermine the objectivity, integrity, or perceived value of a publication.

They should include any of the following:

- Funding: Research support (including salaries, equipment, supplies, reimbursement for attending symposia, and other expenses) by organizations that may gain or lose financially through this publication.
- Employment: Recent (while engaged in the research project), present or anticipated employment by any organization that may gain or lose financially through this publication.
- Personal financial interests: Stocks or shares in companies that may gain or lose financially through publication.
- Consultation fees or other forms of remuneration from organizations that may gain or lose financially from publication;
- Patents or patent applications whose value may be affected by publication.

The statement must contain an explicit and unambiguous statement describing any potential conflict of interest, or lack thereof, for any of the authors as it relates to the subject of the report. Examples include “Dr. Jones receives compensation as a consultant for XYZ Company,” “Dr. Yin and Dr. Ndali have financial holdings in ABC Company,” or “Dr. Lopez owns a patent on the diagnostic device described in this report.”

In cases where the authors declare a competing financial interest, a statement to that effect is published as part of the article. If no such conflict exists, the statement should simply read that the authors have nothing to disclose.

**Pharmacological Reports Policies**

*Pharmacological Reports* joins Springer Nature in expecting researchers to conduct their research, from research proposal to publication, in line with best practices and codes of conduct of professional bodies and/or national and international regulatory bodies.

Below are the *Pharmacological Reports* policies related to:

- Appeals and complaints
• **Authorship principles**
• **Compliance with ethical standards**
• **Complementary and alternative medicines and associated standards**
• **Ethical responsibilities of authors**
• **Informed consent**
• **Predatory journals and references**
• **Research involving human embryos, gametes, and stem cells**
• **Research involving human participants and/or animals**

**Plagiarism and fabrication**

Plagiarism is when an author attempts to pass off someone else’s work as his or her own. Duplicate publication, sometimes called self-plagiarism, occurs when an author reuses substantial parts of his or her own published work without providing the appropriate references. Plagiarism without dishonest intent is relatively frequent, for example, when an author reuses parts of an introduction from an earlier paper.

CrossCheck is a multi-publisher initiative to screen published and submitted content for originality. *Pharmaceutical Reports* uses CrossCheck to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts. To find out more about CrossCheck visit [www.crossref.org/crosscheck.html](http://www.crossref.org/crosscheck.html).

If a case of plagiarism comes to light after a paper is published, the journal will conduct a preliminary investigation, utilizing the guidelines of the Committee on Publication Ethics. If plagiarism is proven, the journal will contact the author’s institute and funding agencies as appropriate. The paper containing the plagiarism may also be formally retracted or subject to correction.

**Duplicate publication**

Papers must be original and not previously published, or submitted for publication elsewhere. This rule also applies to non-English language publications.

Springer Nature allows and encourages prior publication on recognized community preprint servers for review by other scientists before formal submission to a journal. This policy does not extend to preprints available to the media, or that are otherwise publicized outside the scientific community before or during the submission and consideration process.

**Image integrity and standards**

Images submitted with a manuscript for review should be minimally processed (for instance, to add arrows to a micrograph).

Authors should retain their unprocessed data and metadata files, as editors may request them to aid in manuscript evaluation. If unprocessed data are unavailable, manuscript evaluation may be stalled until the issue is resolved. All digitized images submitted with the final revision of the manuscript must be of high quality and have resolutions of at least 300 d.p.i. for color, 600 d.p.i. for greyscale and 1,200 d.p.i. for line art.

A certain degree of image processing is acceptable for publication (and for some experiments, fields, and techniques is unavoidable), but the final image must correctly represent the original data and conform to community standards. The guidelines below will aid in accurate data presentation at the image processing level; authors must also take care to exercise prudence during data acquisition, where misrepresentation must equally be avoided.

• Authors should list all image acquisition tools and image processing software packages used. Authors should document key image-gathering settings and processing manipulations in the Methods.
• Images gathered at different times or from different locations should not be combined into a single image, unless it is stated that the resultant image is a product of time-averaged data or a time-lapse sequence. If juxtaposing images is essential, the borders should be clearly demarcated in the figure and described in the legend.
• The use of touch-up tools, such as cloning and healing tools in Photoshop, or any feature that deliberately obscures manipulations, is to be avoided.
• Processing (such as changing brightness and contrast) is appropriate only when it is applied equally across the entire image and is applied equally to controls. Contrast should not be adjusted so that data disappear. Excessive manipulations, such as processing to emphasize one region in the image at the expense of others (for example, through the use of a biased choice of threshold settings), is inappropriate, as is emphasizing experimental data relative to the control.

When submitting revised final figures upon conditional acceptance, authors may be asked to submit original, unprocessed images.

Further guidance can be found below on the following points:

• **Electrophoretic gels and blots**
• **Microscopy**
• **Useful editorials on the topic**

**Correction and retraction policies**

Content published Online First is final and cannot be amended. The version is part of the published record; hence, the original version must be preserved, and changes to the paper should be made as a formal correction.

Should an issue arise that entails an investigation, the journal may opt to publish a correction, or in serious cases of scientific misconduct, request that the authors retract their paper or impose a retraction on the paper.
Decisions about corrections are made by the editors (sometimes with peer-reviewers' advice), and this sometimes involves author consultation. Requests to make corrections that do not affect the paper in a significant way or impair the reader's understanding of the contribution (a spelling mistake or grammatical error, for example) are not considered.

In cases where co-authors disagree about a correction, the editors will take advice from independent peer-reviewers and impose the appropriate correction, noting the dissenting author(s) in the text of the published version.

Research data policy

*Pharmacological Reports* adheres to Springer Nature’s Research Data Policy Type 1. The journal encourages authors, where possible and applicable, to deposit data that support the findings of their research in a public repository.

Authors and editors who do not have a preferred repository should consult Springer Nature’s list of repositories and research data policy.

- List of Repositories
- Research Data FAQs

General repositories - for all types of research data - such as figshare and Dryad - may also be used.

Datasets that are assigned digital object identifiers (DOIs) by a data repository may be cited in the reference list. Data citations should include the minimum information recommended by DataCite: authors, title, publisher (repository name), identifier.

- DataCite

Springer Nature provides a research data policy support service for authors and editors, which can be contacted via the Helpdesk, which provides advice on research data policy compliance and on finding research data repositories. It is independent of journal editorial offices, and does not advise on specific manuscripts.

Gene nomenclature

Authors should use approved nomenclature for gene symbols, and use symbols rather than italicized full names (Titin, not titin). Please consult the appropriate nomenclature databases for correct gene names and symbols. Approved human gene symbols are provided by HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC). Approved mouse symbols are provided by The Jackson Laboratory; see also http://www.informatics.jax.org/mgihome/nomen. For proposed gene names that are not already approved, please submit the gene symbols to the appropriate nomenclature committees as soon as possible, as these must be deposited and approved before publication of an article. Avoid listing multiple names of genes (or proteins) separated by a slash, as in ‘Oct4/Pou5f1’, as this is ambiguous (it could mean a ratio, a complex, alternative names or different subunits). Use one name throughout and include the other at first mention: ‘Oct4 (also known as Pou5f1)’.

Biosecurity policy

The Editor may also seek advice about submitted papers that raise concerns. These may include, for example, ethical issues or issues of data or materials access. Very occasionally, concerns may also relate to the implications of publishing a paper to the society, including threats to security. In such circumstances, advice will usually be sought simultaneously with the technical peer-review process. As in all publishing decisions, the decision whether to publish is at the discretion of the Editor.

Communication

Correspondence with the journal

Named corresponding authors are to be the sole representative of the listed authors, streamlining and directing communications to their fellow authors as appropriate, as well as fielding materials requests, technical comments and so on.

It is this author's responsibility to inform all coauthors of matters arising during the course of the process and to ensure such matters are dealt with promptly. After acceptance for publication, proofs are sent to this corresponding author, who should circulate the proofs to all coauthors and coordinate corrections among them.

Communication with the media

Material submitted must not be discussed with the media. If a paper is particularly newsworthy, Springer Nature may send a press release to our list of journalists in advance of publication with an embargo that forbids any coverage of the manuscript, or the findings of the manuscript, until the time and date clearly stated, which will coincide with when the paper is publishing online. Authors whose papers are scheduled for publication may also arrange their own publicity (for instance, through their institution's press offices), but they must strictly adhere to the embargo and are advised to coordinate their own publicity with Springer Nature via the appropriate contact.

Communication between scientists

*Pharmacological Reports* does not wish to hinder communication between scientists. Authors are free to communicate with other researchers, whether on a recognized community preprint server, by discussion at scientific meetings, or by online collaborative sites such as wikis, but we do not encourage premature publication by discussion with the press (beyond a formal presentation, if at a conference).

Preprint policies
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Preprints are defined as an author's version of a research manuscript, prior to formal peer review by the *Pharmacological Reports*. Springer Nature and the journal encourage authors to take advantage of their chosen preprint servers (i.e. BioRxiv) and/or authors' and institutional websites, as it encourages open communication with/among those in the field. An author may post their original manuscript at any time during the peer review process. Preprints are not considered as prior publications and will not jeopardize their consideration at the journal. [Click here for more information.](#)

For authors approached by reporters about preprints, we encourage an explicit statement that the preprint has not undergone peer review and the findings are may change."